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analysis [1] has improved the situation over previous comparisons which
corrected for charm in a physics model dependent way. But comparing
data sets for dierent hard processes for mutual compatibility necessarily
requires the data to be compared to a common underlying theoretical model.
A global pQCD analysis of hard scattering data provides the most appro-
priate framework for this comparison. Fig. 1 shows preliminary results of
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Fig. 1. Left: The relative eect of including DIS charm threshold eects in a 4-
avour ACOT() global PDF analysis. Right: CTEQ6HQ PDF results compared
with CCFR \physics model independent" low-x structure functions.
such a study [2] which is an extension of [3]. The PDFs in [3] were obtained
setting m
c
= 0 in the hard cross sections at collider energies. In [2] the DIS
charm threshold was taken into account and m
c
= 1:3 GeV was employed
with the cross sections in [4]. The results in Fig. 1 are derived from a (sim-
plied) ACOT () prescription which { as explained in the second Ref. of [4]
{ uses a slow rescaling variable  to respect the x-dependent threshold con-
dition W > 2m
c
; results for a PDF set in the xed avour scheme are also
underway [2]. The left plot of Fig. 1 quanties the amount of change in the
PDFs that compensates for introducing the charm threshold in the DIS hard
scattering cross-sections. This systematic shift can be larger than the sta-
tistical uncertainties in the PDFs [3]. In the right plot of Fig. 1 one observes
that the agreement with the \physics model independent" neutrino struc-
ture functions is not fully satisfactory at low-x. Compare, however, with
Robert Bernstein's presentation at this conference of preliminary NuTeV
structure functions [5]. The tendency seems to be that these preliminary
results compare more favourably with the NLO PDF predictions at low-x.
Apart from m
c
, there is no room here to discuss further theoretical factors
in the evaluation of neutrino structure functions and the reader is referred
to [6] and to the literature quoted therein. As it stands now, the data for F

2
in Fig. 1 and for xF

3
as analyzed in [6] are not described fully satisfyingly
by perturbative QCD.
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2.2. Dierential Distributions for Charm in Neutrino-Production
The strange sea density s(x; 
2
) is the least well determined of the quark
PDFs [6]. Interest in s(x; 
2
) was revived recently also from the fact that the
anomaly in the NuTeV measurement of the Weinberg angle may depend on
intrinsic juudssi uctuations generating (s  s)(x; 
2
) 6= 0 [7]. Global QCD







d) to constrain s(x; 
2
). More detailed infor-
mation can be expected from analyzing CC neutrino-production of charm
(W
+
s! c) at fully dierential level including all NLO diagrams. As in the
NC case, theory needs to provide dierential information because of detec-
tor non-isotropy and experimental cuts. Fig. 2 shows a recent calculation
Fig. 2. Binned dierential distribution for CC neutrino-production of charm on an
isoscalar target: E






[8] for typical xed target kinematics. A FORTRAN code DISCO has been
made available and was interfaced with the NuTeV detector Monte Carlo.
It should soon be possible to x the size of s(x; 
2
) at NLO and settle the
question whether (s  s)(x; 
2
) is of relevant size.
3. Probing Neutrino Oscillations using QCD
Results from the SuperKamiokande underground experiment measuring
the atmospheric neutrino ux suggest that  neutrinos oscillate into  neu-
trinos with nearly maximal mixing [9]. A test of the oscillation hypothesis
is 

production of  through charged current interactions, a process which
will be studied in underground neutrino telescopes as well as long-baseline
experiments measuring neutrino uxes from accelerator sources. In the
following the deep-inelastic contribution to 

N ! X is presented incor-
porating NLO QCD corrections, target mass,  mass and charmed quark
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Fig. 3. Left: Violation of Eq. 2 from mass and NLO corrections. Right:Cross
sections for inclusive neutrino- [
CC
(N )] and anti-neutrino [
CC
(N )] production
on an isoscalar target.
mass corrections [10]. Future work will combine DIS with elastic and reso-
nant neutrino-production channels. The charged current 

(anti-)neutrino





















































































































are ignored in  neutrino interactions because of a suppression
factor depending on the square of the charged lepton mass (m
`
) divided by







). At LO, in the limit
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are called the Albright-Jarlskog relations. As
with the Callan-Gross relations, the Albright-Jarlskog relations are violated
by NLO
1
QCD and kinematic mass corrections. Fig. 3 quanties the viola-




DIS interactions with and without




acts as a physical cut-o of non-DIS interaction. It may








N) from below at very
high neutrino energies indicating a persistent  threshold eect. About half
of the reduction at high energies is actually of dynamic origin, to be at-
tributed to a negative contribution of F
5








suppression is compensated to some extent by the low-x rise of
F
5
 q(x) which is not tempered by factors of x or y. The net eect is that
the remaining threshold suppression is seemingly doubled.
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